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The gravure industry does not have an inexpensive tester which can accurately
predict the behavior of paper on a gravure press. The most acceptable tester
currently available is the Parker Print Surf.
A "conformity" tester, based on compression of paper into a thin channel, was
designed and built. It was compared to the Parker Print Surf and found to be poorer
in predicting ability except in the special case of groundwood papers. More study is
necessary.
Several unusual techniques were used. The first involved running sheets of
paper through a web press. This technique had a slight "leading" sample distortion
problem. The second involved a new method for designating the skipped dot count
of a paper sample. This technique was based on finding the darkest step of a 16 step
gray scale which had three skipped dots. It was superior to the traditional method of




There is no inexpensive way to measure how well a paper sample will print on a
gravure press. The only accurate test is an actual run of the paper through a press.
This requires either a full gravure press or a smaller proof press. Both of these
methods work by placing ink on paper under production-like conditions.
Unfortunately such methods are expensive both in time and equipment.
Ideally there should be a test of gravure paper which uses inexpensive, non-
inking equipment. Three categories of instruments have been tried for this purpose:
absorption testers, high resolution viewers, and surface smoothness testers. Even in
combination, however, these devices prove less than ideal.1
The absorption testers are the least useful. All these testers work by measuring
the absorption ofwater or oil into a paper sample. This is appropriate for
flexography and lithography which use oil and water based inks. It is not
appropriate for publication gravure which uses toluene-based inks. Unfortunately,
the high evaporation rate of toluene causes very inaccurate measurements when used
in the current absorption testers.
The most powerful high resolution viewer is the scanning electron microscope.
The electron microscope provides a highly detailed picture of the surface properties
of the paper sample under non-stressed conditions. Paper in a gravure press,
however, is greatly stressed and may behave in a manner not predicted by the
electron microscope. Another disadvantage is that scanning electron microscopes are
often more expensive and more labor intensive than a proof press.
The smoothness testers have proven the most useful. They have become the
standard for non-inking testers of gravure paper.
This thesis develops a new non-inking tester to predict paper behavior in a
gravure press. The tester developed here belongs to a new category of testingthe
conformity testers. (Conformity is discussed in Chapter Two.)
Paper Testing Devices
The paper testers used in this study include a Sheffield smoothness tester, a
Parker Print Surf tester, and a gravure press which was run under special conditions.
Absorption testers were not used because of their extreme limitations. The electron
microscope was not used because of the cost and difficulty of scheduling the time
needed for proper experimentation.
In the past, many types of smoothness testers were available. Of these, only
the ones based on air-flow have survived. The 1988 Test Methods from TAPPI
recommends two such devices, the Sheffield and the Bekk, for measuring the surface
smoothness of paper. (TAPPI was formerly the Technical Association of the Pulp and
Paper Industries.) It does not mention the Parker Print Surf tester which is widely
used in Europe, and has become the standard in the gravure industry. A modification
of the Parker Print Surf tester has also been used to measure surface compressibility.^
The Sheffield is the smoothness tester most widely used in the United States.
The Sheffield measures the rate of air-flow between two concentric metal rings which
press a paper sample against a sheet of glass. The rings and the glass are carefully
machined to fit intimately. Air is pumped between the concentric rings at a constant
pressure. Because of the presence of the paper sample to be tested, the air is able to
escape. If the paper is rough, gaps are created at the ring/paper and the ring/glass
interfaces. The rougher the paper is,
the larger and more numerous the
gaps are, and the faster the air escapes.
The weight on the rings causes the
gaps to compress to an indeterminate
extend so the rate of escape is also
related to the paper's compressibility.
TAPPI classifies the Sheffield as
a provisional testing method which
|means it has not yet met the official
TAPPI criteria for a standard of
measurement. The Sheffield's greatest
source of error is the flow of air
through the paper sample. This error
increases with paper porosity. As an
instrument for testing gravure paper,
the Sheffield is further limited by the area of sampling (0.97 ctrr or 0.15 in^) which is
huge in comparison with a gravure halftone The Sheffield's advantages are that
it is relatively inexpensive, and it is very easy to operate. The Sheffield's repeatability
is 8.2 Sheffield units on measurements ranging from 32 to 275 Sheffield units.
(Repeatability is the ability to determine the same measurement for the same sample
under the same conditions.) Its reproducibility is 25 Sheffield units for the same
Figure 1 : Picture of a Sheffield Tester
range.'* (Reproducibility is the ability to determine the same measurement in
different laboratories.) In this study, the Sheffield smoothness tester was used for
preliminary testing. It was not used for the final testing because of its inaccuracy
which is not suitable for precise gravure measurements.5
The Bekk tester is the official TAPPI method for measuring surface
smoothness. Also based on air-flow, it uses a small anvil and a rubber pad in place
of the Sheffield's rings and sheet of glass. The paper sample is clamped in place at a
pressure of one atmosphere (1.03 kgf/cm2 or 14.7 psi). Air is evacuated from a hole
in the anvil which raises a mercury column to a height of over 380 mm. As air flows
across the paper surface to the anvil, the mercury column falls. The rate of fall
corresponds to the roughness of the paper. The Bekk method is not affected greatly
by paper porosity due to the clamping pressure (which can be raised).
Unfortunately, the Bekk samples a very large area (10 cm2 or 1.55 in~) which
extremely limits its applications in gravure." Its repeatability ranges from 8% to 25%,
its reproducibility from 20% to 30% (if the rubber pad is in good condition). The
Bekk takes more time to operate and is less common in the United States than the
Sheffield, consequently it is less used7
The Parker Print Surf (PPS) is the surface smoothness tester most accepted
world wide. Its chief advantages lie in its small sampling size, its replaceable backing
materials, and its variable clamping pressures. The PPS sensing head is composed of
three concentric rings. The inner and outer rings serve to define a cavity. The
middle (or metering) ring serves to separate that cavity into two parts. These rings
are clamped against a sample piece of paper supported by a resilient backing at a
pressure of either 5, 10, or 20 kgf/cm2 (71, 142, 284 psi). Air is vacuumed from one
part of the sensing head cavity and allowed to flow from the other part. This air-flow
between the paper and the metering ring is measured to determine smoothness.
Because of the thinness of the metering ring, only about 0.05 cm2 (7.8 x 10-3 in2) of
the paper's surface is actually tested.**
While the Sheffield, Bekk, and other air-flow based smoothness testers have








Figure 2: Diagram of a Parker Print Surf Tester
been used (e.g. the Bendsten, the Gurley S-P-S), the Parker Print Surf is the most
suited to gravure purposes. This is because of its sampling size and the small effect
of paper porosity.^ Furthermore, its ability to use different (and more press-like)
clamping pressures allows an estimation of compressibility. This estimation is made
by measuring smoothness under different pressures and assuming that compression
varies directly with smoothness as pressure is increased. Plots of such data have
been used by researchers to derive surface compressibility.1^ The PPS's chief
disadvantage is its cost which is many times that of the Sheffield tester. In this study
the Parker Print Surf was used as the standard against which the conformity tester
was compared.
The Gravure Process
It is necessary to know the basics of gravure printing to understand the design
and analysis of gravure paper testers. Gravure is an intaglio process: the printing
image is created by engraving. No other commercial printing process uses an
engraved (recessed) image to carry ink.
Gravure engravings are made on a cylinder which usually consists of a copper
layer on top of a steel base. The cylinders range in circumference from 2.5 cm to 500




















Figure 3: Diagram of Gravure Cylinders, Doctor Blade,
and Paper
flooded across its surface. Excess ink is continuously removed by a flexible, steel
doctor blade.
As the press runs, paper is pressed against the engraved cylinder by a rubber
coated impression roll. This occurs at a point just past the doctor blade. The rubber
coating on the roll is extremely hard. The exact hardness depends on the type of
paper being printed, rougher paper requiring harder rubber. The pressure applied by
the impression roll also varies with the type of paper printed.
Gravure cylinders are normally engraved either chemically or electro-
mechanically. Both systems create distinct cells in the copper shell. These cells are
uniformly shaped but differ in width, depth, or width and depth, depending on the
engraving technique used. Cells may range in depth from five microns to 50 microns
and in width from five microns to 150 microns. The area around each cell (the lands)
supports the doctor blade as it scrapes the engraved cylinder. This helps to keep the
blade parallel.11
Chemical etching was formerly the standard method of engraving. Several
chemical systems have been used traditionally; but only one, the lateral hard dot
process, is pertinent to this study. This process uses a gelatinous, carbon tissue
which is an acid resist and is light sensitive. The carbon tissue is subjected to two
exposures. The first exposure is made through a continuous-tone film positive, and
the second exposure is made through a halftone film positive. Exposure causes the
gelatin to become insoluble. The tissue is then wrapped around a prepared copper
cylinder. Warm water is applied to the cylinder to wash away the unexposed carbon
tissue. After fixing the tissue, the cylinder is etched by ferric chloride. The ferric
chloride removes the exposed carbon tissue and reacts with the unprotected copper.
After a predetermined time, the ferric chloride is washed off and the remaining
8carbon tissue removed from the cylinder. An orderly cell pattern of varying depth
and width is left behind.12
In this study, the paper samples used for final testing were printed with a
lateral hard dot etched cylinder.
Electro-mechanical engraving has replaced chemical etching for most
applications. These engravers have a pyramid shaped diamond stylus. This stylus is
mechanically driven into the copper cylinder to create the cells. Because of the stylus
Figure 4: Picture on an Electro Mechanical Engraver
shape, cells vary in both depth and width in constant proportion. The depth to
which the stylus is driven is determined by an electrical impulse. This impulse is
generated by computations made from a scan of the desired image. In this study, the
paper samples used for preliminary testing were printed with an electro-mechanically
engraved cylinders,
After the cylinder is engraved, the copper layer is electrolytically plated with
chromium to reduce damage from the scraping of the doctor blade.
Ink will not transfer from the halftone cells if intimate contact is not
maintained between the engraved gravure cylinder and the paper during printing.
This causes unprinted areas to appear in the printed images. When such areas are of
the dimension of a single cell, they are called "skipped dots". Paper problems are the
most common reason for skipped dots. The number of skipped dots is a good
indication of the quality of the paper for gravure.
To overcome paper problems, many gravure presses have been equipped with
expensive electrical units. These units are referred to as electro-static assist (ESA).
ESA creates a charge in the impression rolls. This induces an opposite charge in the
engraved cylinder and the carried ink. The ink in the halftone cells raises toward the
impression roll where it is intercepted by the paper. ESA can greatly reduce the
number of skipped dots in a print.1^ In this study, all the press samples were printed
without ESA.
Gravure Papers
A basic understanding of paper, both in general and in relation to gravure, is
also important to this study. Particularly significant is the process used to make
gravure paper and the types of gravure paper available.
All commercial paper is made by pouring a mix of fibers and water on to a
screen and allowing the water to drain off. The fibers used for paper (almost
exclusively wood fibers) intermingle to form a sheet. If most of the fibers align
themselves parallel to one axis of the sheet (as is the case in all commercial
papermaking) then that axis is called the grain direction. The axis perpendicular to
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the grain direction is called the cross-grain direction. Paper folds with less resistance
along the grain direction than across it (i.e. paper is more flexible with grain than
cross-grain).
As the sheet forms on the screen, it picks up an imprint of the screen's wire
mesh on one side. This side of the sheet is called the wire side. The opposite side is
called the felt side since the formed sheet is often lifted off the screen by a felt
conveyer belt. The felt side is smoother than the wire side, and is preferred for
printing. Not all commercial papers have two distinct sides. Some are formed
between two parallel screens, so both sides are equally imprinted by the wire mesh.
After the sheet is formed, it is removed from the screen and processed. This
processing varies for each type of paper and can include: pressing, drying, coating,
and calendering.
Gravure presses in the United States print four basic types of paper: roto news,
uncoated groundwood, coated groundwood, and coated freesheet.
Roto news is a newsprint stock rated by the Gravure Association of America
(GAA) for gravure. (The GAA was formerly the GTA~Gravure Technical Association.)
As with all newsprints, roto news is made largely from softwood (coniferous) trees
processed by mechanical grinders and left uncoated. It is most widely sold at a
grammage of 48.8 g/m2 (30 lbs-newsprint). The GAA ranks roto news on the basis of
brightness, color, and smoothness. Smoothness ranges from a high of 4.4 to as low
as 1.9 Parker Print Surf. Some roto news stocks are specially calendered for the
Gravure process.1'* Other stocks are created by adding minerals (fillers) during
manufacture and by milling the finished sheet through a series of hard and soft rollers
at high pressure (supercalendering). These stocks have smoothnesses ranging from
2.9 to 1.9 PPS. Since the smoother stocks tend to be more expensive, gravure
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newsprint usually has a smoothness between 2.5 and 3.6 PPS. (Note: Newsprint is
technically classified as a groundwood.)1^
Uncoated groundwood is similar to newsprint. It is largely made of
mechanically ground softwood with some chemically processed wood fibers added.
Fillers are added, as in the smoother roto news stocks, but at much higher levels.
The formed sheets are also supercalendered. Uncoated groundwood papers range in
grammage from 47 g/m2 to 74 g/m2 (32 to 50 lbs-book). They are often used to
print catalogs.1"
Coated groundwood papers are usually made of near equal proportions of
mechanically processed and chemically processed wood fibers. The papers are
coated with a mixture of pigments, binders or adhesives, and certain other additives.
The coating is most often applied by applicator rollers and then wiped smooth by a
steel blade. Occasionally a series of rollers is used instead of the steel blade.
Grammages range from 47 g/m2 all the way to 148 g/m2 (32 to 100 lbs-book). -^
Coated freesheets are the most expensive grade of gravure paper available.
They are used for the highest quality magazine work. Coated freesheets are
completely free of mechanically processed wood fibers. They are heavier than
coated groundwoods, ranging in grammage from 52
g/m2 to 148 g/m2 (35 to 100 lbs-
book).18
For this study, a wide variety of papers was used. Because of limited supplies,
the gravure papers were largely groundwood. Papers from lithography, and
flexography were also included to give a wider range of gravure print results.
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The GATF manual What the Printer ShouldKnow aboutPaper states that:
Sheetfed gravure and rotogravure printing each have specific paper
requirements. Pinpoint smoothness, or microsmoothness, of the paper's
surface and the absence of pits or voids are critical requirements.
Softness and compressibility are essential requirements ...
It defines softness as, "the comparative lack of resistance to indentation by a material
or object such as a printing plate, stylus, pen, or pencil."2 It defines compressibility
as, "the extent to which a substance undergoes reduction of thickness under pressure,
such as during printing
impression."*
While these statements are sensible, they are
not particularly helpful to gravure printers. No industrial device measures
microsmoothness, publication quality paper softness, or paper compressibility. Even
with such devices, the printers might not get the information they need.
For gravure, softness and compressibility need new definitions. It is not
obvious, for instance, how "resistance to
indentation" is necessary for a well tended
gravure paper. The tissue industry's definition of softness is more appropriate.
Softness is 'a combination of surface compressibility and smoothness which causes a
tissue to feel less tactilely
abrasive.''* There may be no suitable definition of
compressibility, since gravure printers can run non-paper substrates which are
comparatively incompressible.
In this study, the "essential
requirements" of softness and compressibility will
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be incorporated into a third term which will be called "conformity". Conformity is the
ability of a paper to conform under pressure to a gravure halftone cell. For this
thesis, a simple testing device based on measuring conformity was built and
compared to a traditional testing device (the Parker Print Surf).
Conformity is similar to such hybrid properties as surface compression and
softness, which can be expressed as a function of several more traditional properties.
Conformity is a function of compressibility, initial smoothness, and flexibility.^ Such
a function can look like:
C - f (Cm, S, F)
where C is conformity, Cm compressibility, S initial smoothness, and F flexibility.
Further analysis is possible. Compressibility and flexibility are themselves functions
of two engineering properties: the Young's Modulus (Ep, and the Poison's Ratio (vj.
where i and j represent the x, y, and z directions).'' The new expression is:
C = 2 f(Ei, vy , S)
i.j=1 '
Unfortunately the equation must be further complicated by a time (t) factor since
relaxation may occur during any test:
C = 2 f(Ei, Vij , S, t)
ij-l
The function represented here is extremely complicated. However, the effects of high
and low conformity can be simply diagramed. (See Figure 5.)
The branch of mechanics dealing with impacts between a rigid body (the
gravure cylinder) and a flexible body (the paper) are called "punch problems".
Unfortunately the particular equation needed for this study has not been published, if
it is indeed known, and deriving this equation is beyond the scope of this study.
With the conformity tester, two basic assumptions are made. The first is that
16
the conformity of paper into a gravure cell can be adequately derived from the
amount of penetration (ph) into the gravure halftone cell:
C = f(ph)
It is implied by this assumption that the profiles of all samples with a set penetration
High Conformity Low Conformity
_ ^
Metal Paper
Figure 5: Diagram of Paper Compressed between a Metal
Channel and a Metal Plate
are the same. (See Figure 5.) In this event, C can be replaced by p^ for simple
comparisons.
The second assumption is that the penetration into a cell can be adequately
approximated by the penetration into a channel, pc, of the same width (see Figure 6):
C ~ f(pc)
This assumption implies that differences caused by grain direction can be either
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neglected or taken into account. They can be neglected as a component of
compressibility; and they can be taken into account as a component of flexibility by
measuring both conformity and flexibility in both the grain and cross-grain direction.
Conformity is the ability of a paper to conform to a gravure halftone cell.
Because of this, paper with high conformity will make better contact with ink placed
in the cells than paper with low conformity. Better contact implies a better transfer of
ink leading to fewer skipped dots and, arguably, better color.
Given this argument and the two previous assumptions, it is possible to state
the mechanisms of the conformity tester of this study.
Because conformity is related to ink transfer, the quality of paper for gravure
must correlate with the paper's conformity. Paper quality can be measured by a





Figure 6: Diagram of Conformity Showing Penetration, pc
count of the skipped dots on a printed gravure paper. Conformity can be measured
by the penetration of the given paper into a channel of halftone cell width.
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Gravure literature is very sparse in the United States. A suitable general text is almost
impossible to find. Specific information can sometimes be found from the
publications of the Gravure Technical Association (GTA), or the Gravure Research
Institute (GRI). These two organizations merged in 1987 to form the Gravure
Association of America (GAA).1
The situation for paper testing devices is better. This is largely due to TAPPI.
Through its establishment, publication, and updating of testing equipment standards,
TAPPI has formalized paper research in the United States. It has issued standards for
a variety of specific testing devices as well as standards for: atmospheric conditions
during testing (T 402), interlaboratory evaluations of testing methods (T 1200),
suspect test determinations (T 1205), and precision of available data (T 1206).2 These
standards were often referred to during this study. TAPPI has also created a medium
for current research with its monthly TappiJournal.
Very little has been written about the compressibility of paper in the United
States. Neither the TAPPI Standards nor the U.S. Patent Office has any listing for a
device designed to measure the compressibility of publication quality paper. Even in
Europe, where gravure research is more active, there is little in this field. The most
20
applicable work is being done by J.A. Bristow for the Swedish Forest Products
Research Laboratory. His conclusions are presented in the papers of the 15th
International Conference of Printing Research Institutes and in an article for the
October 1981 TappiJournal.^4
Mr. Bristow conducts his experiments with a modified Parker Print Surf. His
modification involves the ability to change the Print Surfs normal clamping pressure
while taking readings on a sample. He makes measurements at pressures of 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 kgf/cm2. At the pressures under 20 kgf/cm2,
he allows a relaxation time of 30 seconds. For higher pressures he finds a time of 15
seconds to be more appropriate. Mr. Bristow calls the measurements he obtains
"surface compressibility". He has compared these measurements for various papers
with measurements of "print density unevenness" on printed samples of the same
papers. From these comparisons he has made several conclusions:
Higher levels of pressure are needed for the Parker Print Surf tester.
The rate of becoming smoother with increasing compression varies from paper
type to paper type, particularly from groundwood to freesheet.
The pressure needed to make a certain paper reach a certain smoothness may be
of value to predicting gravure printing quality.
Mr. Bristow's conclusions concerning time and pressure are important to note.
However, they did not apply to the measurements made in this study according to
preliminary tests. His observations on the differences between groundwood and
freesheets, though, led to several important findings.
21
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Chapter Four
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this thesis is first mentioned in Chapter One. It can be stated as:
A conformity tester can be build which is better at predicting gravure paper
quality than a Parker Print Surf tester.
As developed in Chapters Two and Five, this hypothesis contains the following
limitations:
1) The conformity tester is designed to measure characteristics related to
paper conformity (i.e. proportional paper penetration into a thin
channel).
2) Gravure paper quality can be measured by the number of skipped dots
appearing in a unit area of a printed sample.
3) The Parker Print Surf is the accepted non-inking testing device for
predicting gravure paper quality.
The hypothesis was tested by a six stage process. First a conformity tester was
built. Second, a set of paper samples of varying properties was collected. Third,
sample properties were measured using both the conformity tester and the Parker
Print Surf tester. Fourth, the samples were printed with a gravure halftone image, so
that fifth, a skipped dot count could be derived. Sixth, paired comparisons were
made between the skipped dot counts and the measurements of conformity, and
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between the skipped dot counts and the measurements of smoothness. If the
correlation between skipped dot and conformity had been higher than the correlation
between skipped dot and smoothness then the hypothesis would have been




The crucial part of this study was the manufacturing of the conformity tester. This
proved very difficult because of two conflicting goals: low cost and accuracy. To
balance these goals, the simplest possible design was used. Conformity is created in
the tester by mechanically pressing paper into a small channel. This conformity is
measured with a commercial gravure optical system.
Equipment
A small drill press vice was used to house the tester and to supply steady
mechanical pressure. The jaws of the vice were replaced with flat plates which
extended above the rest of the vice, providing a more accessible site for the optical
system. In the area where the paper sample met the channel, two different clamping
nip configurations were tried.
The first configuration involved two flat, parallel bars: one bar containing the
channel, the other moving against it. In this design, the paper sample was pinched
between the two bars and folded back out of the optical path. A beam of light was
aimed from over the channel. This beam was reflected by the penetrating paper back
to the optical system where a measurement of the penetration was made.
The second configuration involved two circular rods, again with one rod
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containing the channel and the second moving against it. In this design, the paper
sample was wrapped around the moving bar; and a beam of light was aimed from
beneath the channel, passing to the optical system.
Preliminary experiments showed that the first configuration led to a very
poorly defined nip area. It also led to an exaggerated edge effect, due to the folding,
light




Figure 7: Diagram of Bar and Rod Nip Configurations
and extensive light scattering. The second configuration led to both blurry and
multiple images (shadows). Since these last problems were less severe than the
problems of the first configuration, the circular bar configuration was chosen for the
finished conformity tester (see Figure 7).
Another design goal was to create an adjustable channel in the nip rods,
allowing different widths to be tried during preliminary tests. This was accomplished
by cutting the stationary rod into two unequal parts. A slot was cut in the appropriate
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jaw face and the longer rod part was bolted into it. A hole was drilled and tapped
into the center of the two rods, through which a threaded pin was screwed. The pin,
the slot, and the pressure created during measurement, all serve to keep the free rod
part in place during testing. To preserve the channel opening a washer was placed
on the pin.
A pair of clamps were added to the drill press vice to put tension in the paper
sample and to hold it the sample out of the optical path. A lower clamp was made










Figure 8: Diagram of Nip Overview and Tester Side View
paper fastener attached to a free standing, 0.54 kgf (1.2 lb) weight (see Figure 8).
To control the amount of torque placed on the drill press handle, and by this
the amount of pressure exerted at the nip, a small hand held spring scale was used.
The scale was always pulled upwards with the handle perpendicular to the spring.
Any free standing (not bound to a slide platform) microscope with a retical
could have served as the optical system. As such, the various commercial magnifying
devices used to measure gravure cells were more than adequate. For preliminary
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testing an American Optical Gravuroscope was used at a magnification of 150X. For
the final testing, a K Walter Videomet II, with CRT display, was used at a
magnification of 200X. The 0.95 cm (three quarter inch) diameter of the nip rods
prevented higher magnifications because of the unavoidable distance between the
actual nip point of contact and the ocular lens.
Initially a small rheostat-controlled light bulb, specially made for the
gravuroscope, was used to provide the transmitted light. However this created many
problems due to the lack of a stable holding device, requiring constant recalibration
of the tester. Later tests were made over a common stripper's light table which solved
the lack of stability but replaced it with an equally annoying lack of clarity. This lack
of a strong, stable light source was a major contributor to variation within and
between trial runs.
Certain equipment was needed to make the skipped dot and smoothness tests.
As mentioned in Chapter One, a Sheffield smoothness tester was used for preliminary
tests, and a Parker Print Surfwas used for the final test. A Bobst-Champlain "Corsair"
rotogravure press with a 22 inch face size was used to generate the prints needed to
make the skipped dot counts. The actual count was made with an 8X magnification
lupe.
Thirty samples were collected for testing. Of these, two samples were later
misfiled. The other 28 were subjected to the full range of tests. The samples
included two synthetic sheets, and four paper boards. They also included: 14
rotogravure samples, two sheetfed gravure samples, six sheetfed and three web offset
lithography samples, and five flexography samples. Certain papers were used to
make up two samples, one felt-side and one wire-side. These papers were believed
to have better gravure properties on their felt sides than on their wire sides. There
were seven such sheets. (See Table 1.)
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1 mild carton-polyethylene coated flexo 3.5
2 double layer polypropylene flexo 0
3 100 # (Menem) flexo 1
4 pressure sensitive label flexo -
5 11 point board flexo 3
6 50# (Somerset gloss) offset 0.5
7 50# groundwood offset 0.5
8 30# newsprint-twin wire offset 2
9 30# rotonews-wire side gravure 3
10 " -felt side gravure 3
11 38# coated groundwood no. 5-felt gravure 2
12 " " " " "-wire gravure 2
13 60# coated groundwood gravure 1.5
14 38# coated groundwood-felt gravure 3
15 -wire gravure 3
16 10 point board-foil laminate side gravure 3
17 " " " -non-laminated side gravure -
18 20 point clay coated gravure 3
19 24# blade coated groundwood-wire gravure -
20 " " " " -felt gravure -
21 40# calendared rotonews-felt gravure 2
22 " " -wire gravure 3
23 60* coated publication-felt sh. grav. 1
24 " " -wire sh. grav. 1
25 25% cotton bond-wire side sheetfed 4
26 70# -coated side sheetfed 1
27 " -uncoated side sheetfed
28 70# dull coated sheetfed 1
29 chrome/cast coated sheetfed 0
30 25% cotton bond-felt side sheetfed 4
The process Rating is a subjective evaluation of how well the paper sample
receives four-color work from that process. The ratings are:
0 - one of the best sheets for four-color,
1 better than average,
2 - average,
3 - poorer than average,
4 - one of the worst sheets for four-color.
Note: Samples 28 and 30 are not measured for conformity.
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Preliminary Experiments
In developing the new testing device, many parameters were approximated
before rigorous testing began. These parameters included:
use of backing material,
pressure to be applied in the nip,
width of the channel,
effect of temperature and humidity,
effect of variations in clamping tension,
effect of time on readings,
the effect of grain direction,
as well as the design tests discussed in the Equipment section of this chapter.
Sample readings were first taken without backing material. These readings
proved to be very subtle and difficult to calibrate. A special litho blanket was then
selected and placed against the moving nip rod. The new readings proved much
more significant, and the blanket rubber's Shore durometer of 79 was comparable to
the hardness of the impression roll on a typical gravure press. Hardness of the
backing material was found to have a large effect on the conformity measurements.
After selection of a backing material, it was possible to set a nip pressure for
the conformity tester. This was an iterative process. By attaching a calibrated spring
to the moving section of the jaw, it was discovered that a 1.20 kgf (42 ounce) force
applied perpendicularly to the end of the drill press handle by a calibrated spring
resulted in a 10 kgf (22 lb) in the jaw.
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Following the standard gravure practice for measuring the width of the nip
contact area, heavy grease was placed between two strips of paper and placed within
the jaw. At a force of 10 kgf and a nip length of 2.1 cm (three quarter inches), the
grease was deformed to a width of 0.3 cm (1/8 inch). The length of the nip was then
set by cutting the backing material to the proper size. This set of parameters resulted
in a nip pressure of 15.87 kgf/cm2 (225 psi). This was the manufacturer's
recommended impression pressure for the Corsair gravure press. Nip pressure had
little influence on the conformity readings, provided it was kept within range (1.15 to
1.30 kgf or 40 to 45 ounce at the drill press handle).
Several channel widths were tried during preliminary testing, ranging from 35
to 120 microns (1.40 to 4.70 mils). Because a channel of 54 microns appeared to give
more distinctive results, it was chosen for the final test. A 54 micron width cell falls
within the midtones of an electro-mechanically etched cylinder. It lies within the
highlights of a lateral hard dot edged cylinder.
Atmospheric conditions did not measurably affect the conformity measure
ments. In the interest of control, however, all measurements were made at a
temperature of 19 to 22 Celsius (.66 to 72 degrees Fahrenheit). Humidity was allowed
to range to a larger extent, from 70% to as low as 30%. All test samples were kept
together for three weeks before final testing. All testing trials were made during a
single sitting. In every case but one the samples were allowed to acclimate for 24
hours before testing. The one exception occurred with the Parker Print Surf readings
which were carried out.in a limited amount of time at a private research facility.
Clamping tension was found to have only a very minor effect on conformity
measurements.
All conformity measurements were taken within 30 seconds of nip contact, and
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in that time no changes were observed. However, readings could not be accurately
retaken without moving the paper sample. As such, the conformity test must be
judged as at least partially destructive: the properties of the paper were significantly
changed by contact with the channel. Fortunately, since the actual channel area was
small, this did not create a need for larger samples.
The most disturbing result of the preliminary tests was the lack of effect from
grain direction. While the channel width was extremely narrow, there still should
have been a significant difference between samples measured with grain
perpendicular to the channel and samples with grain parallel. The small difference
found was completely lost within the inaccuracy of the tester. This unexpected result
was not explained by the tests. For consistencies sake, the final conformity test was
made only across the grain.
Final Experiment
The design of the final experiment was very simple. It consisted of three
principle tests:
a skip dot count to measure the gravure quality of the samples,
a Parker Print Surf test to indicate the standard ability to predict gravure quality
without an inking device, and
a conformity test made by the untried tester. Analysis of these tests was equally
straight forward.
Averages and standard deviations for the Parker Print Surf and Conformity
measurements were calculated and the results plotted against the skipped dot results.
Third order polynomial curves were derived from these plots along with the
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correlation coefficients and dimensionless dispersions of these curves. Correlation
and dispersion were compared for the PPS and the conformity tester to determine the
relative accuracy of each tester.
Of the three principle tests, the Parker Print Surf was by far the easiest to
perform. From five to ten readings were made of each sample, depending on sub
jective estimations of sample variation made during testing. The entire test run
required less than one and a half hours.
The conformity test was far more cumbersome. Two full trials were made
with an abbreviated third trial added for certain samples. The first trial used the
Gravuroscope light bulb for its optical system. Due to instabilities in the holding
system for the bulb, it was necessary to recalibrate each reading against a standard
sample. It was often necessary to check the calibration immediately before and after
a reading. Any evidence of a shift in the optical path between calibration and
reading was considered sufficient to discard the reading. Because of its obvious
gravure qualities, sample two (double layer polypropylene) was defined as reading 71
microns and used as the calibrating standard. The first trial required 14 continuous
hours to complete.
The second conformity trial used a stripping light table instead of a bulb. This
improved the stability of the testing device, allowing the readings to be calibrated
against the backing material which shifted between well defined values during the
trial. After sample 18, the backing material was changed and a new set of calibration
values derived. The second trial required six continuous hours to complete. The
savings in time, however, were offset by larger standard deviations caused by blurry
images.
The two trials were compared and where necessary, a small number of
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additional readings were taken. In some cases high and low readings were dropped
before determining a final conformity reading. Due to misfiling, no conformity
figures were calculated for samples 28 and 30.
A three step process, was used to derive skipped dot counts for the samples.
First, the samples were printed. Next, the skipped dots were counted; and last, the
dot counts were compared to an overall assessment of the printing quality.
A special procedure was needed to print the paper samples on a rotogravure
press. The press was set up with a web of standard gravure paper (sample 15) and
the other samples were taped by the leading edge to this web at the unwind station.
The samples were printed in series of three or four. A speed of 1.02 m/s (200 ft/min)
was established before the lead sample reached the printing unit. An Inmont Group
VI magenta ink was used for the run.
After the press run, measurements were made to determine if the presence of
the underlying web of paper had changed the printing outcome. Some effect was
found, but because the effect was the same for all samples, this was considered
insignificant.
More measurements were made to determine if the leading sheet of each
series of samples was printed at a significantly higher pressure than following sheets.
This would cause a relatively low dpt count for the leading sample. This was thought
likely because the hydraulics of the impression roll did not have time to adjust to the
double paper thickness before the leading sample was printed. After some analysis
(see Chapter Six), this concern was also considered insignificant.
Each sample used in the final testing was printed with a 16 step gray scale.
Each step measured 3.63
cm2 (9/16 in2). Following the traditional method of skip
dot counting, an appropriate midtone step was chosen (step 5 where step 1 had a
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density of 0.07). This step corresponded to a lateral hard dot cell of 95 by 97 microns
and a density of approximately 0.60. A lupe was used on the step to count the
number of skipped dots.
A second method was used to determine skip dot count. This method
involved studying the entire gray scale and choosing the highest step containing three
or more skipped dots: the higher the step, the poorer the gravure quality.
This second method of dot counting proved easier to make than the traditional
method. It was also more convenient for analysis due to the linear nature of its data
compared to the exponential nature of the traditional method's. The two methods
are compatible and a simple equation exists to convert from one method to the other
(see Appendix A).
After deriving the two sets of skipped dot counts, the printed samples were
taken and rated by expert opinion (Mr. David Dembroski of the RIT School of
Printing) on a zero to four scale. The resulting figures were compared to the skipped
dot counts. Both sets were found to have the same very high correlation coefficient,




The Parker Print Surfmeasurements for the 30 samples are presented in Table 2,
along with their means and standard deviations. (See Appendix B.)
The conformity tester numbers could not be treated as directly, since the each
conformity figure had to be derived by dividing the calibration reading into the
corresponding sample reading. (See Table 3.) Standard deviations and means were
then figured separately for each trial (see Table 4). These were used to determine
whether a certain number of high/low pairs should be discarded. After discarding
these pairs, corrected conformity means and deviations were calculated. These
results are presented in Table 5.
Following the pressrun, a skipped dot count was made. Since step five of the
gray scale was used to derive a traditional skip dot number, that set of data is labeled
"Skipped dots in Step 5". The variation on the traditional system is labeled "3 Dot
Step Count." The actual counts, as well as a subjective rating of the quality of the
prints themselves, are presented in Table 6.
Table 2: Parker Print Surf Readings, Means, and Deviations
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Sample
# Parker Print Surf Readings (Microns)
1 4.33 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.65
2 1.65 1.66 1.68 1.68 1.69
3 3.06 2.98 2.97 3.02 2.84
4 1.15 1.00 1.08 1.0 4.98
5 4.05 3.60 3.75 3.73 3.40
3.40 3.45 3.65 3.10 3.43
6 1.24 1.22 1.20 1.22 1.28
7 1.58 1.52 1.52 1.56 1.58
8 3.18 3.34 3.23 3.12 3.22
9 3.23 3.21 3.18 3.35 3.20
10 2.78 2.75 2.75 2.73 2.70
11 1.35
1.36
1.33 1.32 1.31 1.48
12 1.53
1.55
1.52 1.48 1.50 1.63
13 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.08
14 1.55 1.58 1.60 1.63 1.65
15 1.91 1.95 1.86 1.90 1.91
16 2.65 2.82 2.78 2.80 2.88
17 1.95 1.96 2.24 2.22 2.25
18 2.75 2.65 2.68 2.95 2.63
2.48 2.95 2.55 2.65 2.80
19 3.73
3.80
3.75 3.55 3.73 3.45
20 3.43
3.30
3.65 3.48 3.38 3.52
21 3.05 3.30 3.10 3.05 3.35
3.28 3.15 3.20 2.88 3.18
22 3.30 3.25 3.42 3.45 3.18
3.26 3.15 3.38 3.40 3.36
23 1.58 1.65 1.71 1.78 1.63
24 1.80 1.82 1.78 1.82 1.83
25 7.5 7.8 7.7 7.6 7.8
26 2.15 2.13 2.12 2.18 2.10
27 3.90 3.65 3.80 3.95 3.65
28 4.15 4.05 3.98 4.10 4.02
29 1.15 1.20 1.11 1.18 1.14
30 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.2 8.1
iverage

































































Table 3: Conformity Readings
Sample, Sample,
Trial Reading Calibi\ Conform. Trial Reading Calibr. iConform.
1,1 0.46 0.7606 0.605 2,1 0.78 1.1690 0.667
0.34 0.7606 0.477 0.86 1.1690 0.736









1,2 0.68 1.16 0.586 0.84 1.1690 0.719
0.66 1.16 0.569 0.86 1.1690 0.736



























































































Trial Reading Calibr. Conform. Trial Reading Calibr. Conform.
0.86 1.16 0.741
5,2 0.52 0.71 0.732 0.88 1.16 0.759
0.52 0.71 0.732 0.82 1.16 0.707
0.54 0.71 0.760 0.80 1.16 0.690
0.66 1.16 0.569 1.04 1.44 0.722




































7,2 0.84 1.16 0.724 2.50 3.8028 0.657
0.88 1.16 0.759 3.84 5.4084 0.710
0.86 1.16 0.741 2.62 3.5493 0.738
0.86 1.16 0.741
0.70 1.16 0.603
0.92 1.16 0.793 8,2 1.16 1.44 0.806
0.78 1.16 0.672 1.14 1.44 0.792
1.06 1.44 0.736 1.38 1.44 0.958
1.06 1.44 0.736 1.34 1.44 0.931















9,1 0.92 1.1831 0.778 1.06 1.16 0.914

























1.06 1.44 0.736 10,1 0.98 1.2113 0.809
0.78 1.16 0.672 1.08 1.2113 0.892
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Sample, Sample,
Trial Reading Calibr. Conform. Trial Reading Calibr. Conform.
0.86 1.16 0.741 1.06 1.2113 0.875
0.98 1.16 0.845 1.42 1.7887 0.794







11,1 1.54 1.7746 0.868 0.88 1.16 0.759
1.14 1.4084 0.809 0.88 1.16 0.759
1.24 1.4084 0.880 0.96 1.16 0.828
1.10 1.4084 0.781
1.42 1.9155 0.741
n,2 1.16 1.44 0.806 12,1 2.42 3.2958 0.734
1.10 1.44 0.764 2.30 3.2958 0.698
1.01 1.44 0.701
1.01 1.44 0.701
0.98 1.44 0.681 12,2 1.02 1.44 0.708
0.98 1.44 0.681 0.98 1.44 0.681
0.92 1.44 0.793 0.92 1.44 0.639
0.84 1.16 0.724 0.84 1.16 0.724
0.78 1.16 0.672 0.82 1.16 0.707
0.86 1.16 0.741
13,1 2.80 4.1690 0.672
2.84 4.1690 0.681 14,1 1.14 1.7465 0.653
2.78 3.9155 0.710 1.20 1.7465 0.687






13,2 0.96 1.44 0.667
0.92 1.44 0.639 14,2 0.96 1.44 0.667
0.94 1.44 0.653 0.90 1.44 0.625
0.88 1.44 0.611 0.82 1.16 0.707
0.80 1.16 0.690 0.82 1.16 0.707






15,1 4.70 6.6479 0.707-^ i
4.06 5.7183 0.710 16,1 3.80 5.7746 0.658
3.96 5.7746 0.686 3.72 5.7746 0.644
















Reading Calibr. Conform. Trial:Reading Calibr. Conform.
0.74 1.16 0.638 16,2 0.50 0.71 0.704
0.84 1.16 0.724 0.36 0.71 0.507
0.84 1.16 0.724 0.48 0.71 0.676
0.78 1.16 0.672 0.54 0.71 0.761



















3.04 5.0141 0.606 18,2 0.18 0.29 0.621









0.12 0.29 0.414 0.34 0.71 0.501
0.12 0.29 0.414 0.36 0.71 0.507




20,1 3.48 4.5070 0.772
0.72 1.7183 0.419 3.40 4.5070 0.754
0.69 1.7183 0.402 3.26 4.5070 0.723
3.32 4.5070 0.737
20,2 0.60 1.08 0.556
3.40 4.5070 0.754 0.70 1.08 0.648
3.40 4.5070 0.754 0.70 1.08 0.648
3.46 4.5070 0.768 0.78 1.08 0.722







.76 1.08 0.704 20,3 0.91 1.4085 0.646












21,1 3.16 5.0704 0.623 3.12 4.9859 0.626









21,2 0.82 1.34 0.619 0.64 1.08 0.593
0.82 1.34 0.619 0.56 1.08 0.519
0.76 1.08 0.704 0.72 1.08 0.667
0.70 1.08 0.648 0.72 1.08 0.667
0.62 0.71 0.873 0.76 1.08 0.704
0.58 0.71 0.817 0.96 1.34 0.716






23,1 2.76 4.1127 0.671
2.74 4.1127 0.667 24,1 2.74 4.1127 0.667
2.94 4.1127 0.715 2.76 4.1127 0.671
2.72 4.1127 0.715 2.70 4.1127 0.657
2.76 4.1127 0.671
23,2 0.65 1.08 0.602
0.54 1.08 0.500 24,2 0.60 1.08 0.556
0.64 1.08 0.593 0.52 1.08 0.481
0.66 1.08 0.611 0.66 1.08 0.611
0.52 1.08 0.481 0.60 1.08 0.556
0.54 1.08 0.500 0.50 1.08 0.463
0.42 0.71 0.592 0.58 1.08 0.537






23,3 0.69 1.4084 0.490
1.01 1.4084 0.717 24,3 0.72 1.1127 0.647
0.90 1.3239 0.680 0.66 1.0423 0.633
25,1 2.20 3.2394 0.679 26,1 2.10 3.4366 0.611
2.24 3.2394 0.691 2.12 3.4366 0.617
2.18 3.2394 0.673 2.12 3.4366 0.617
2.16 3.2394 0.667 2.18 3.4366 0.634
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Sample,






















































































No readings due to
misfiling.
Trial 1 is calibrated to sample 2 = 0.71.
Trial 2 is calibrated to the backing material
(backing material changed after sample 18).
Conformity - Reading/Calibration.
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Sample Trial Trial 2 Trial 3
# Mean Stan. Dev. Mean Stan. Dev. Mean Stan. Dev.
1 0.535 0.0656 0.566 0.0293
2 0.71 0.0353 0.714 4.0258
3 0.513 0.0471 0.725 0.0210 0.695 0.0215
4 0.707 0.0211 0.706 0.0757 0.706 0.0683
5 0.663 0.0702 0.709 0.0608
6 0.564 0.0262 0.738 0.0350 0.694 0.0238
7 0.651 0.0613 0.735 0.0612
8 0.721 0.0531 0.840 0.0824 0.655 0.0406
9 0.795 0.0265 0.790 0.0785
10 0.842 0.0417 0.748 0.0768
11 0.816 0.0523 0.725 0.0477
12 0.716 0.0182 0.700 0.0330
13 0.686 0.0146 0.667 0.0411
14 0.675 0.0151 0.691 0.0352
15 0.703 0.0101 0.681 0.0750
16 0.619 0.0335 0.654 0.0862
17 0.636 0.0216 0.380 0.0293 0.410 0.0087
18 0.632 0.0310 0.585 0.1054
19 0.753 0.0110 0.726 0.0395
20 0.747 0.0184 0.650 0.0507 0.681 0.0354
21 0.629 0.0149 0.722 0.0974
22 0.632 0.0135 0.652 0.0563
23 0.678 0.0213 0.559 0.0510 0.629 0.0995
24 0.666 0.0060 0.514 0.0804 0.640 0.0069
25 0.669 0.0186 0.592 0.0591 0.695 0.0343




0.627 0.0223 0.722 0.0262
0.653 0.0216 0.504 0.0272 0.596 0.0341
30
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Table 5: Corrected Conformity Means and Deviations
Sample Corrected Sample Corrected[
# Mean Stan. Dev. Correction # Mean Stan. Dev. Correction
1 0.554 0.0488 none 2 0.714 0.0320 none
3 0.683 0.0741 -2 hi/low 4 0.706 0.0683 none
5 0.686 0.0696 none 6 0.666 0.0727 -1 hi/low
7 0.693 0.0662 -1 hi/low 8 0.773 0.0714 -3 hi/low
9 0.791 0.0679 none 10 0.790 0.0790 none
11 0.757 0.0659 none 12 0.757 0.0659 none
13 0.674 0.0344 none 14 0.684 0.0299 none
15 0.688 0.0643 none 16 0.640 0.0414 -1 hi/low
17 0.437 0.1771 none 18 0.607 0.0489 -2 hi/low
19 0.738 0.0333 none 20 0.688 0.0590 none
21 0.666 0.0568 -2 hi/low 22 0.650 0.0490 none
23 0.606 0.0599 -2 hi/low 24 0.588 0.0681 -1 hi/low
25 0.628 0.0539 -1 hi/low 26 0.605 0.0233 none
27 0.668 0.0529 none 28
29 0.566 0.0591 -1 hi/low 30
average 0.668 0.0605
deviation from a\rerage 0.0773 0.02686
Note: -2 hi/low indicates that the two highest and lowest readings were dropped
before determining mean and standard deviation.
Table 6: Skipped Dot Counts and Subjective Rating
Sample Dot Count/Step Print Sample Dot Count/Step Print
# in5 3 Dot Rating # in5 3 Dot Rating
1 73 10 3 2 1 3 0
3 588 12 4 4 30 8 1.5
5 486 11 3.5 6 78 9 2
7 79 8 2.5 8 6 5 1.5
9 1 4 1 10 13 7 2
11 43 8 2 12 44 8 2
13 3 5 1.5 14 180 9 3
15 174 9 3 16 76 8 2.5
17 174 10 3 18 282 11 4
19 23 7 1.5 20 8 6 1.5
21 27 7 2 22 37 8 2
23 103 8 2.5 24 54 8 2.5
25 1800 17 5 26 570 13 4
27 136 10 3.5 28 1464 14 4.5
29 3 5 1 30 1656 17 5
The Print Rating is a subjective evaluation of how well the paper sample received
the gravure print (see Table 1).
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Analysis of "Leading" Sample Effect
The question, raised in Chapter Five, ofwhether the leading samples had an
artificially low skipped dot count was the first subject of analysis. Several approaches
were used to assess this "leading effect".
One of these approaches was to compare the skip dot counts to the Parker
Print Surf (PPS) readings. (See Figure 9) An estimation ofwhether counts were
lower than expected was made by determining dimensionless differences from the
average for each sample. These differences were derived for both PPS and 3 dot step
count. The PPS difference was then subtracted by the dot count difference to give a
"Leading Effect Indicator". A positive result indicated that the dot count was lower
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relative to the mean than the PPS measurement. As such, a positive result also
indicated a possible leading effect in leading samples. The equation for this leading
effect indicator can be expressed:




Samples 25 and 30 were not included in the analysis because their 3 dot step count
was at a maximum and could not show signs of lowering. The figures for the
indicator are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: "Lowered" Indicators for Leading and Other Samples
Sample 3 Dot Lowered Sample 3 Dot Lowered
# Count PPS Ind. # Count PPS Ind.
1 10 4.41 +.60 2 3 1.67 +.32
3 12 2.97 .23 *4 8 1.05 -.54
5 11 3.56 +.13 6 9 1.23 -.58
*7 8 1.55 .33 8 5 3.22 +.72
9 4 3.23 +.85 *10 7 2.74 +.28
11 8 1.36 -.41 12 8 1.54 -.34
13 5 0.04 -.59 14 9 1.60 -.43
15 9 1.91 -.52 16 8 2.79 +.18
17 10 2.12 -.34 18 11 2.71 .22
*19 7 3.67 +.66 20 6 3.46 +.70
21 7 3.15 +.45 22 8 3.32 +.40
23 8 1.67 .28 24 8 1.81 -.22
25 17 not used 26 13 2.14 -.69
27 10 3.79 +.35 28 14 4.06 -.02
29 5 1.16 .13 30 17 not used
average 8.25 2.426
Note: * indicates leading sample. Totals for leading is 5 plus and 4 negative;
for non-leading is 7 plus and 12 negative giving a chi-square of 1.35, n - 1.
A chi-square of 1.35 at n = 1 indicates a 75% chance that a some lowering of
skipped dot counts took place at the leading samples. (See Appendix B.) Increasing
the 3 dot step count of all the leading samples by one (which implies adding 9 to the
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aggregate step count and increasing the average step count to 8.57), caused a regen
eration of Table 7 to show no change in chi-square. An increase of two (new aver
age 9.00) gave a chi-square of 0.68 indicating a 65% chance. An increase of 3 (new
average 9.32) gave a chi-square of 0.02 and a less than a 5% chance. From these
results, it was argued that the leading samples should have their dot counts resubmit
ted at 3 skipped dot levels higher. This assumed full confidence in the analysis.
Because of the low number of samples and the lack of perfect correlation
between PPS and dot count full confidence in the leading effect indicator was
unwarranted. Parker Print Surf readings were reported to correlate with skip dot
counts with a coefficient, R, between 0.8 and O.9.1 (See Appendix B.) Values as low
as 0.6 have been reported for paper board samples.2 The low number of samples
was more damaging to confidence. If confidence is represented by one minus the
number of samples to the negative one half power, then for nine samples only a 67%
level of confidence is justified.
A second approach for analyzing the leading effect on skipped dot count was
necessary. It is well known that the felt side of a paper prints better than the wire
side, though this effect is minimized in gravure Among the 30 paper sam
ples, there were six felt/wire pairs. In a normal press run, it is expected that all the
felt sides will generate either the same or lower skipped dot counts than the wire
side. The felt/wire pairs used in this thesis were: 10/9, 11/12, 14/15, 20/19, 21/22,
and 23/24.
From Table 6, it can be seen that pairs 20/19 and 21/22 show a one step
improvement in 3 dot step count on the felt side; pairs 11/12, 14/15, and 23/24 show
equal step levels; and 10/9 shows a 3 step improvement in the wire side. Of these
six pairs, 10/9, 20/19, and 21/22 included leading samples during the press run.
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(Samples 10, 19, and 22 were leading samples.) Pair 10/9's unusual behavior would
be made more unusual if more levels were added to sample 10's dot count. Pair
20/19's proper behavior would be exaggerated past the bounds thought normal for
gravure paper and well past the limited standard set by the pairs unaffected by
leading. Pair 21/22's behavior would also be exaggerated.
This examination of felt/wire pairs indicated that an insignificant amount of
leading effect distortion.
A final approach at leading effect analysis was made by comparing the antici
pated process rating of the gravure sheets with the actual print ratings. (See Tables 1
and 6.) Among the "leading" gravure samples, sample 19 did not have a process
rating. Sample 10 had a lower than expected dot count, though its improvement was
not as great as sample 9's (its associated pair). Sample 16 showed slight improvement,
but only by half a rating step which could be considered within subjective opinion
error. Samples 13 and 22 showed no change. This examination also argued that only
a slight, if any, leading effect occurred.
These studies argue that only a slight lowering of the leading sample's dot
counts could have occurred. Since changing the chi-square values of the first analysis
requires a substantial change in skipped dot count (two to three steps), this slight
lowering does not account for the results of the first analysis. It is reasonable to
assume that this correlation is just a result of the small number of samples and that no
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Analysis of Conformity Readings
One of the primary concerns of any measuring instrument is its accuracy. For










While too few conformity readings were made to determine these values, a
rough approximation could be made. Repeatability is related to the standard
deviation found for each sample. From Table 5, it can be seen that the average
corrected conformity reading was 0.668 with an average standard deviation of 0.0605.
Dividing the first into the second results in 0.09. The repeatability, then, was roughly
10% (compared to 3% for the Parker Print Surf. See Table 2).
The reproducibility can be indicated by plotting the two full sets of conformity
readings, trial 1 and trial 2 from table 4, against each other. This was done in Figure
10. The fact that the plot does not resemble a line of y = x indicates poor repro
ducibility. In fact, the correlation coefficient of Trial 1 = Trial 2 was only R - 0.33
(where R = 1 is perfect linear correlation and R = 0 is perfect linear randomness).
The dispersion was 18%. The reproducibility of the conformity tester appears to be
approximately the same as the dispersion figure, 18%.
One of the causes of this poor reproducibility can be found in the different
light sources used for the two trials. This difference can be partially compensated for
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Figure 12: Graphs of Corrected Mean Conformity vs
3 Dot Step Count
Polynomial Curve Fit
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by allowing trial 2 to be a function of trial 1. This function can be derived by using
the least squares method:
Trial 2 = 0.3728 + 0.4319(Trial 1)
Even this equation has only a coefficient of correlation of R - 0.34.
Because of the poor reproducibility and repeatability, a plot of the the
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corrected conformity from Table 5 has very high uncertainty, indicated by the error
bars on Figure 11. By ignoring this uncertainty for a moment, it was possible to plot
corrected conformity against skipped dot count (3 dot step count). This gave an
indication of how well the conformity readings predicted the skipped dot count (i.e.
gravure paper quality). This was done in Figure 12. The plot was fitted to both a
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straight line (indicating a direct relation) and a three order polynomial (indicating a
relation that tails off at extremes). While the polynomial curve fitted the data slightly
better than the straight line (R = 0.43 to R = 0.39), neither had a particularly good
correlation. As expected, the curves showed a negative slope meaning that the
quality of the paper was higher (lower skipped dot count) when the conformity was
high. Unfortunately the slope was not very sharp so that, within the standard
deviation, an unknown conformity reading fits over a wide range of skipped dot
counts.
While the conformity measurements failed as an indicator of quality, whether
this was due to a failure in the machine or a failure in the assumptions made in
Chapter Four was not clear. To determine whether a highly significant correlation
was hidden within the reading uncertainties, a plot of "best
fit"
was made. The "best
conformity" measurements were those which, within the standard deviation, were
closest to the mathematically derived figure for each sample. Using the equation from
the polynomial curve fit, a "best" possible set of data was derived. (See Figure 13.)
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This data was plotted against skipped dot in Figure 14.
From Figure 14, it can be seen that a "best" possible correlation of R - 0.85 to
the original polynomial curve fit may be hidden within the standard deviation of the
corrected conformity.
There is a possibility that the poor correlation of the conformity to the skipped
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dot count was caused by the positioning of two different sample curves on top of
one another. To test this, interesting subsets from the 30 samples were taken and
plotted against conformity. The most important subset for this study was that of
samples 9 through 24, the gravure papers. Figure 15 shows that the conformity
measurement is slightly better than the PPS at predicting the gravure quality of the
gravure samples, as seen by the higher coefficient of correlation and the sharper
slope.
The work ofJ.A. Bristow suggests that two other important subsets are
groundwood papers and non-groundwood papers. Figure 16 shows these plots.
The ability of the conformity tester to predict the quality of non-groundwood sheets
was extremely poor. Not only was the correlation coefficient very low, but the slope
of the fitted curve was nearly flat. The situation for the groundwood sheets was
much better and, since so many of the gravure sheets used contained groundwood,
this would account for the conformity tester's relatively better showing among
gravure samples.
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Figure 18: Graphs ofMean Parker Print Surf vs 3 Dot Step Count
Polynomial Curve Fit
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Another important subset of the conformity data is that of felt and wire pairs.
A comparison of Tables 1 and 5 showed that the conformity tester was incapable of
distinguishing between the two sides: twice it had the conformity for the two sides
the same, twice the felt side lower, and twice the wire side lower. (By comparison
the PPS found the felt side smoother in five out of the six cases, the sixth being the
10/9 pair.)
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It should be pointed out that the confidence in any finding about a subset of
the total sample range is diminished by the smaller number of samples involved.
A further point of analysis concerning the conformity data was that the
readings themselves might not be as important as the standard deviations for the
reading, since the standard deviation might indicate poor paper formulation. Figure
17 quickly dismisses this idea.
Analysis of Parker Print Surf Readings
A plot of the Parker Print Surf readings against skipped dot count is presented
in Figure 18. As expected the gravure quality of the paper decreased as the mean
PPS increased. Also as expected, the PPS had a coefficient of correlation between 0.8
and 0.9 (possibly closer to 0.8 because of the four paper board samples). (Note: this
expected correlation supports the decision to ignore the "leading" sample effect.)
What was not expected was the high dispersion, which completely negated the low
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standard deviations. This dispersion eliminates any chance for predicting the relative
gravure quality of a sheet in the eighth 3 dot step area, where the polynomial curve
slope is nearly flat. The steps around the eighth 3 dot step are the steps where the
gravure samples were found. From this, it is apparent that the PPS is good for
predicting which sheets should not be printed by gravure, but not for predicting the
relative quality of the sheets that should be run.
An examination of the groundwood and the non-groundwood samples
explained why the PPS did so poorly in the gravure sheet region. (See Figure 19.)
While the PPS showed high correlation among the other sheets, among groundwood
sheets it had an extremely low correlation. Of greater significance, it had a negative
slopemeaning that as the groundwood sheet became smoother, the skipped dot
count increased. This was the opposite of the expected relation.
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By comparing Figure 12 and Figure 18, it can be seen that the conformity tester did
not meet the goal of being an over all better predictor of gravure quality than the
Parker Print Surf tester. Despite having a better dispersion figure, its coefficient of
correlation was too low to be considered useful. While much of this problem can be
attributed to its very poor reproducibility, a certain amount of the problem must be
attributed to the assumptions made in Chapter Four. As seen in Figure 14, even a
"best" set of conformity readings only gave a slightly better coefficient of correlation
than the PPS. From this it can be reasonably argued that the simple conformity tester,
as designed, will never be significantly better at predicting overall gravure quality
than the PPS.
For the special case of groundwood sheets, the comparison is very different
(see Figures 18 and 21). While the conformity tester's results were far from ideal, the
PPS readings were much worse. Any further conformity-style tester development
should be directed towards groundwood. This direction implies that the property
needed most for good gravure quality is smoothness for non-groundwood papers,
and compressibility/conformity for groundwood papers. This difference was first
indicated by the studies of J.A. Bristow, mentioned in Chapter Three.1
The superior correlation of the third order polynomial curves in many of the
plots of readings versus skipped dot count is noteworthy. While this may be merely
a product of too few sample points (a fifth order polynomial would actually fit the
PPS data better since it would be able to oscillate in the step eight area), it may also
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indicate the limit of effect that any property can have on quality. Such limits must
exist, since a paper cannot have less than zero skipped dots or more skipped dots
than the amount of etched cells to be printed. Unfortunately the curves are not
defined well enough at the extremes of conformity or Parker Print Surf smoothness to
determine these limits.
Apart from conformity, the method of indicating skipped dots by noting where
on a gray scale a certain number of dots falls seems very promising. The traditional
method of indicating skipped dots is very cumbersome and inconvenient for analysis:
half the total number of skipped dots does not mean twice the "quality".
Several sophisticated devices have been developed to automatically count
skipped dots.2 These devices would be unnecessary if the gray scale step method of
counting was adopted. While this would require a gray scale to be etched on the
cylinder (preferably one standardized by a body such as the Gravure Association of
America) the benefits would make this acceptable. It should prove possible to assign
a quality control maximum number of dots to a certain step (e.g. three in step eight)
which can be checked while the press is running by web scanning devices currently
available. This would allow a printer to make adjustments for unexpectedly poor
quality paper while printing was in progress (see Appendix A).
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Summary
In summary, the following conclusions were made from the analysis of Chapter Six:
1) The conformity tester described in Chapter Five did not meet
the goals of this study.
2) The assumptions detailed in Chapter Four do not seem to be
capable of generating a device which will improve on the Parker
Print Surfs accuracy for non-groundwood papers.
3) The Parker Print Surf has difficulty predicting the gravure quality
of groundwood papers.
4) There is a strong indication that conformity is more important to
groundwood papers than non-groundwood papers.
5) There is an indication that conformity is more important than
smoothness for predicting the gravure quality of groundwood.
6) The limits to the effect of smoothness and conformity on gravure
quality were indicated by the polynomial curve fits derived, but
not well enough to determine the exact boundaries.
7) Assigning skipped dot numbers by gray scale step has many
advantages over the traditional method.
Several matters touched upon here need further study. The most pressing was
the poor correlation of the Parker Print Surf tester with groundwood stocks. The 13
out of 30 samples used here were too few to make a strong statement about PPS
performance.
The gray scale method of assigning skipped dots could
support a more
rigorous examination than that given in Appendix A. Considering the readiness with
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which a study could be started, this is the most appealing area of this study for future
work.
The statement that compression/conformity is very important for gravure
groundwood papers, more so than gravure non-groundwood papers, deserves further
study. A different approach to conformity could be developed. One such approach
is a modification of the Parker Print Surf head. If instead of a smooth metering ring, a
serrated metering ring was used then a system of channels would be created. If the
channels ran in only one direction then the effect of grain direction could be
checked. (The failure of this study's conformity tester to detect either grain direction
or paper "sidedness" was a significant detraction.) For such a study, J.A. Bristow's
work would be very helpful.
The limits to the effects of smoothness should also be explored. Since the
limit to the effects of decreased smoothness does not have any obvious commercial
application, the limit to increased smoothness is of greater interest. In any such
exploration, it should be kept in mind that beyond a certain point increased
smoothness might actually decrease gravure quality under the right conditions. The
reverse would apply for decreased smoothness.
While other topics for research can be developed from this thesis, no reader
should be confused by the basic failure of the instrument design, both in specifics
and to a certain degree in theory.
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Of the two skipped dot counting methods described in Chapter Five, the 3 dot step
method was much easier and quicker to use. It required almost no magnification and
very little counting. Its precision was limited only by the number of steps in the gray
scale used. The sixteen step gray scale of this study seemed sufficient for most
purposes, but a more definitive study should be made before making an authoritative
recommendation. Another area needing study was the number of dots that should be
used to designate the step. The number should be kept as low as possible. Three
was chosen arbitrarily.
Analysis of the data in Table 6, allowed a comparison of the correlation of the
two skipped dot counting methods: the 3 dot step count and the skipped dots in step
5. Figure 20 shows the very high correlation between the two sets of data and the
implied equations of conversion.
Since the whole purpose of a skipped dot count is to predict gravure print
quality, an analysis of skipped dot count should include the correlation with quality.
Using the subjective print ratings from Table 6, this was done for both counting
methods in Figure 21. It is important to notice that the relation of the 3 dot step
count to the ratings was linear, while the relation of the skipped dots in step 5 was
exponential. This direct correspondence was the second advantage of the 3 dot step
count method. As can be seen from Figure 21, the difference between an average
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quality paper and a superior quality paper is five steps.
The simple equation convert-ing 3 dot step count to subjective rating can
be explained by the nature of the gray scale used and the nature of the human eye.
The gray scale was composed of 16 steps, the first step printing at a density of
approx-imately 0.07 and each following step printing approximately 0.15 more dense.
Density is defined as
Density - ^gio(amount of Ught entering
e eye)
total amount of light available
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Since the 16 step gray scale steps are a incremented by a fixed density, each step
represents an exponential increase in the amount of light reflecting off the page.
Weber's law states that human perception of darkness falls off at the logarithm
Figure 21: Graphs of Sipped Dot Count vs Gravure Rating
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of the physical amount of light sent to the eye. This accounts for the logarithmic
definition of density.1 Because the detection of skipped dots is also a matter of
detecting the difference in density between a printed area and a non-printed area, the
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human detection of skipped dots is also logarithmic. For every skipped dot counted
by a human observer, a commercial image analyzer with the proper sensitivity level
can detect an exponentially higher number of partial skipped dots.2 Since the
perception of skipped dots is logarithmic, it is not hard to see how the 3 dot step
count based on a logarithmic scale of darkness appeared linear; and since the 3 dot
step count is also linear with a subjective rating of gravure quality, it can be inferred
that perception of quality is also in some sense logarithmic.
It is important to emphasize how much the 3 dot step count is dependent on
the 16 step gray scale for its properties. For preliminary testing, a different gray scale
was printed using a Helio-Klischograph engraved cylinder. This gray scale consisted
of five steps, the first step corresponding to a density of approximately 0.03, the
second step to approximately 0.25, and each following step roughly doubling the
density of the preceding step. An examination of prints of this gray scale on 12
unnamed samples is presented in Table 8. For the traditional skipped dot count step
2 was used
Table 8: Skipped Dot Counts and Subjective Ratings for a Helio-Klischographed
Engraved 5 Step Gray Scale
Sample Dot Count/Step Print Sample Dot Count/Step Print
# in 2 5 Dot Rating # in 2 5 Dot Rating
1 1 1 1 2 9 2 1
3 3 2 1 4 125 4 4
5 400 4 4 6 512 5 5
7 206 3 4 8 376 4 4
9 25 2 0 10 13 2 2
11 0 1 0 12 0 1 0
Note: Step 2 is the midtone step used for dot counting.
5 dots are used to designate the dot step count.
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Figure 22: Graph of 5 Dot Step Count vs Skipped Dot in
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to represent midtones. Each step measured 1.00 cm2. For the gray scale step
method of skipped dot counting a threshold of five dots was used instead of three.
(With the decreased accuracy of only five steps it was more important to be sure that
the skipped dots observed were actually caused by the ordinary skipped dot
mechanism and not by an abnormal point flaw in the sample.)
Plots from Table 8 can be seen in Figures 22 and 23. Despite the small
number of gray scale steps and samples, the correlation coefficients were very high.
As expected from the doubling of density at each gray scale step, the relation
between 5 dot step count and skipped dots in step 2 was linear, not logarithmic. The
correlation between skipped dots and subjective gravure rating, on the other hand,
was logarithmic (compare to Figure 21).
Because of the small number of samples, the differences in gray scales, and
the differences in step sizes, it could not be determined whether the change in
etching technique from lateral hard dot to Helio-Klischograph caused a change in the
relations between the two skipped dot counting techniques and the quality rating. A
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proper study of such a change could conceivably lead to a recommendation of one
etching technique over the other for certain substrates.
Figure 23: Graphs of Skipped Dot Counts vs Rating for H-K and 5 Step Scale
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For a proper understanding of a mathematical analysis, it is necessary to define the
statistical methods employed. The analysis of this study included: mean, standard
deviation, chi-square, coefficient of correlation, dispersion, and least squares
generation of curve fit. Dispersion is a form of dimensionless standard deviation
created for comparison purposes. It is the only method here which is not found in a
statistics text.
Mean is the sample mean. It is defined by:
1 n
Mean = 2 x.-
n i-n
n = number ofmeasurements
The equation for determining an average is the same; but in this study, "mean" is
used to signify the average of a group of measurements which ideally are identical,
while
"average" is used to signify the average of a group of measurements which
ideally are different.
The standard deviation is the square root of the variance of a set of data. This
variance is the true variance and not the sample variance. The equation for standard
deviation is:
Stan. Dev. = ( 2 (x; mean)2 l1/>2
n i=1
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Chi-square is a method of determining how well a series of results fits into
some set of categories with some pre-set probability. It is not applicable to
instrumental measurements but it is applicable to such cases as the effect of "leading"
in Chapter Six. The equation for Chi-Square is:
n 1 o
Chi-square 2 (x; np,)z
i-l nPi
r = number of categories
p = probability of a result being in a category
The chi-square value does not in itself give a measure of fit. It must be matched
with the degrees of freedom of the series in question, which in most instances is
equal to the number of categories minus one:
N = r- 1
These values of N and chi-square are then cross referenced on a lookup table found
in any statistical handbook. The referenced value gives a percentage goodness of fit
value.
The linear coefficient of correlation is a dimensionless measure of how well a
set of results correlates with some pre-determined values (such as those from a curve
or formula) according to a linear, one-to-one correspondence. The correlation
coefficient, R, is defined as:
n n n
n 2 xi y; 2 Xj 2 y[
i-l i-l i-l
R-
(n2 xi2-(?xi)2)V2(n 2 Yi2 - ( 2 Yi
)2 )^2
i-l i-l i-l i-l
y = pre-determined value
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A correlation coefficient of one is a perfect fit, a coefficient of zero is a perfect mis-fit.
The important difference between chi-square and the correlation coefficient is that the
former fits probability distributions of categories while the later fits one determined
value to another.
While the linear correlation coefficient does give a measure of how well a set
of data fits a curve, it does not give a measure of how tightly the data fits. For
example, the R of the data 3,4,3,4,3,4,3,4... fits the line y = 3.5 just as perfectly as the
data 2,5,2,5,2,5,2,5.... To measure the tightness of fit a different equation must be





As can be seen by comparing the two equations, this new equation (referred to here
as dispersion) is simply a dimensionless form of the standard deviation which uses
the pre-determined value instead of a mean value.
Least squares generation of curves to fit a given set of data is too complicated
to treat properly outside of a statistics text (see Bibliography: General References).
In non-mathematical terms, the procedure can be described as pre-selecting a general
equation form for the data, such as:
y = a + bx (linear or simple curve)
y = a + bx +
ex2 + dx^ (third order polynomial)
and selecting the constants (e.g. a, b, c, d) in such a way that they maximize the
coefficient of correlation (or minimize the chi-square). While the various methods of
attaining these curves are often very tedious, they can be easily put into a computer
Various calculating devices were used in this study to help generate the
statistical values. Standard deviations and means were first calculated on a TI-30 Stat
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calculator and later checked on an IBM AT personal computer running a Lotus 123
spreadsheet. Chi-square and dispersions were calculated from the Lotus spreadsheet
on a Digital Vax mainframe running the Minitab program. The coefficients of
correlation and curve equations were calculated on a Macintosh SE personal
computer running the Cricketgraph program. Cricketgraph also generated the graphs




Bekk Tester the TAPPI official method for testing smoothness, measures rate of
decrease in vacuum pressure as air flows from the atmosphere across a sample
of paper clamped between an anvil and a resilient pad, not used for gravure
paper because of large testing area.
Calendering pressing a substrate through a stack or series of iron rollers to make it
smoother.
Coating applying a layer of a mixture of pigments, adhesives, and binders to a
substrate to improve its smoothness, color, and ink absorption properties.
Compressibility the extent to which a substance undergoes reduction of thickness
under pressure.
Cross-Grain Direction the direction running perpendicular to the majority of the
fibers in a sheet of paper.
Digital Scanning an operation involving an optical system, light sensor, and a
computer which converts a continuous tone image into a discrete field of
binary pulses.
Doctor Blade a blade, usually spring steel, which scrapes across an inked roller to
remove a precise amount of excess ink.
Electroplating coating an object with a thin metallic layer by electrolytic deposition.
A salt of the plating metal is put into solution in a bath in which the object to
be coated acts as a cathode. A weak current electrolyzes the solution causing
the metal to plate onto the cathode.
Electrostatic Assist a system of inducing a charge in the ink in a gravure halftone cell
causing capillary rise.
ESA see Electrostatic Assist.
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Face Size the length of a press cylinder, running perpendicular to the circumference,
which is meant to support a web of paper.
Felt Side the side of a formed sheet of paper which has not been in contact with a
screen. It is generally smoother than the wire side.
Fibers the small, straw-like basjc constituents of paper, almost exclusively separated
fromwood by either mechanical or chemical means.
Fillers mineral materials added to paper to increase brightness, opacity, bulk, or
smoothness.
Freesheet a paper containing only fibers that have been separated chemically.
Freesheets are more expensive than groundwood.
GAA see Gravure Association of America.
Grain Direction the direction running parallel to the majority of the fibers in a sheet
of paper. For commercial paper, the grain direction is also called the machine
direction and always runs in the direction of the web.
Gravure a printing process which uses an intaglio image to hold the ink to be
transferred to a substrate. Publication gravure runs paper in webs and uses a
copper plated cylinder to hold the image.
Gravure Association of America publishers of Gravure (formerly the Gravure
Bulletin since 1949, with offices at 90 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
10011.
Gravure Technical Association former publishers of the Gravure Technical Education
Library series. They are now part of the Gravure Association of America.
Groundwood wood fibers (or a paper made from those fibers) which have been
separated by a grindstone, usually from coniferous evergreens. Groundwood
paper is less expensive than freesheet.
GTA see Gravure Technical Association.
Gurley Stiffness Testerthe preferred stiffness tester for commercial paper. It
measures the ability of paper to support a perpendicular load applied by a
pendulum. It is a TAPPI provisional method.
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Halftone Cell the small pictorial units which are engraved into a gravure cylinder.
The ink transferred from these cells to a substrate creates halftone dots. By
varying the size of these dots, the effect of varying shades can be created
before a viewer's unaided eye.
Intaglio a design or image cut or engraved below the surface.
KGFkilogram of force. A kilogram is a unit of mass. A KGF is the force this mass
exerts at one standard gravity. It is the nearest metric equivalent of the pound.
Lands the surface area immediately surrounding an engraved cell which has not
been recessed.
Light Sensitive Acid Resist- a material which after exposure to light and subsequent
development is able to protect a surface from the etching actions of an acid.
Newsprint any paper used in newspaper work. It is always uncoated groundwood
and in the poorer grades without fillers or calendering.
Parker Print Surf Tester the preferred smoothness tester in Europe. The PPS
measures air flow drawn across a metal metering ring clamped against a
sample of paper backed by a resilient backing material.
Poisson's Ratio a characteristic ratio for an elastic material equal to the ratio of the
stressed length to the unstressed length in the direction of the stressing force
(e.g. a compressing force) divided by the ratio of the stressed length to the
unstressed length perpendicular to the stressing force. In a heterogeneous
material such as paper, there will be six Poisson's ratios: two for each
perpendicular axis when the direction of stress is in the x, y, and z axis
respectively.
Punch Problem any problem in mechanics which deals with the deformation of an
elastic material upon impact with a rigid body.
Reflection the amount of light which reflects off of a material. A reflection
microscope only views light which is reflected.
Regression Analysis a statistical technique for stating the amount of correlation
between one series of data and another series, usually using the method of
least squares.
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Repeatability a limit with which agreement may be expected 95% of the time
between two test results obtained under essentially the same conditions (i.e.
lab, equipment, operator, etc.) for the same sample of material.
Reproducibility a limit within which agreement may be expected 95% of the time
between two test results obtained in different qualified laboratories for the
same sample of material.
Sheffield Smoothness Tester the preferred smoothness tester in the US. It measures
airflow escaping from between two metal rings pressed against a sample of
paper backed by a sheet of glass. It is a TAPPI provisional method.
Skipped Dot an unprinted area in a gravure printed image which has the
dimensions of a halftone cell. It is caused by the failure of ink to transfer from
the cell to the substrate.
Smoothness a physical characteristic of a substance describing its levelness or
flatness.
Softness a combination of surface compressibility and smoothness which causes a
substance to feel less tactilely abrasive.
Stiffness the ability of a material to resist an applied bending force. It is the
opposite of flexibility.
Supercalendering pressing a substrate through a special calendering process which
uses chilled iron rolls and cotton filled rolls in combination with a steam
shower.
Surface Compressibility the ability of a paper to become smoother under
compression.
TAPPI the former Technical Association of Paper and Printing Industries. TAPPI
issues standards for the testing of paper. TAPPI also publishes the Tappi
Journal.
TAPPI Test Methods Ratingone of three ratings given to all testing equipment
reviewed by TAPPI. The ratings are: om (official method) given to the
available piece of equipment considered most reliable for a particular
measurement, pm (provisional method) given to equipment which has proven
useful but has not yet been shown to be as reliable as an official method, and
cm (classical method) given to equipment of historical interest which has been
superseded by more modern devices.
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Transmission the amount of light which penetrates through some region. A
transmission microscope only views transmitted light.
Web a single, very long sheet of paper which is rolled around a shaft for storage
and transport.
Wire Side the side of a formed sheet of paper which was in contact with the paper
making screen. It is generally less smooth than the felt side.
X, Y, and Z Directions by Cartesian coordinates, the three axes all at 90 degree
angles to one another which define any three-dimensional space.
Young's Modulus a characteristic ratio for an elastic material equal to the
perpendicular stressing force (e.g. a compressing force) per area divided by
the ratio of compressed length to uncompressed length along the same
perpendicular axis. For a heterogeneous material such as paper, there will be
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